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OGCEYOD VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR 2013

JULIA “AHONE” ALIDA

Its our honor to present OGCEYOD’s
volunteer of the year 2013, Julia
“Ahone” Alida Reich. Ahone as she
was called by many in the South
West Region is a German citizen sent
to volunteer in Cameroon by our
German partner organization in
Cameroon, GIZ. The ease at integrating in Limbe community and her
work place was the fastest OGCEYOD had ever gotten from an international volunteer. She immediately started learning pidgin and
associating with more Cameroonians
than other international in Limbe.

Ahone was always dedicated
in her work in the office, assisting other staff and volunteers in their own projects.
She had good inter personal
relationship and team coordination skills with her office
peers. Her contributions to the
“In Between Magazine and the
Read Beyond Borders projects” are still spoken by the
students and collaborators she
worked with. The continuous
smile on her face made it impossible for any to say know
to her. We also want our in-

ternational volunteers to integrate
well into the local communities and
that she did very well. Her financial
and material donations to the organization and to the lives of Cameroonians will take decades for it to
be forgotten. OGCEYOD will never
forget the role she played in the
growth of the organization. She is
ready to learn at all times, take initiatives, work under pressure and
dare tough obstacles to get success.
She will always be a resource in any
development institution she finds
herself.
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International Human Rights Day 2014
we discussed and most were able to correctly identify what
their rights are. At the end of the activity a large poster with
lots of the rights of the child was pinned to the wall for all
the children to read and absorb the information.
Maike ran a quiz for the class, based on rights that had been
discussed in the previous activity and also on parts of the
Convention that hadn’t been discussed. Through the questions in the quiz the children were able to reflect on the
rights we had discussed encouraged to describe for example, what ‘the right to play’ means. Questions on the special
rights that children with disabilities have and children who
glophone and Francophone classes at Fritz Williams and

are refugees also sparked interesting discussion. The pupils

around 30 pupils at ALCEF.

in both schools were also able to correctly identify that the

The workshop began with formal introductions by Alexie

area of the world with the most exploitative child labour is

who presented OGCEYOD and its volunteers. Rosa pro-

in Africa, south of the Sahara. The quiz also ensured that the

ceeded to introduce Human Rights, how and why the Con-

children were able to participate in the workshop as it is im-

vention on the Rights of the Child came into existence. The

portant to keep children engaged, especially in activities

children learned why it is important that children have spe-

that are so important to them. The quiz was a great success

cial rights of their own that national governments are re-

and all of the class were eager to answer questions and to

quired to protect. The first task that required the participa-

contribute to the discussion. Both of the sessions were

tion of the group was identifying the rights of the child

rounded off by a big family photo outside the schools. The

which are outlined in the Convention. OGCEYOD had pre-

students willingly posed with the ‘International Day of Hu-

pared cards which had important rights of the child which

man Rights’ banner and the poster with the Rights of the

are included in the Convention such as ‘the right to a

Child which they had identified.

name’ and ‘the right to Primary Education’. However, we
had also written cards with statements such as ‘the right to
eat chocolate’ and ‘the right to Christmas presents’ which
are not included in the Convention on the Rights of the
Child. It was the collective task of the children to correctly
identify the rights of the child from our list. This was
achieved by voting on each of the ‘rights’ and, where there
was any discrepancy, the children were able to discuss the
rights and explain their opinions. The activity was very successful and the children had a good grasp over the rights
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World AIDS Day sensitization 2013
December 1st each year marks World AIDS day. Here at OGCEYOD we wanted to commemorate this day by running a sensitisation campaign for the youth
of Limbe. Seeing as this year the 1st December fell on a Sunday, we ran our
programme on Monday 2nd December. We arranged to hold a workshop with
the students at Kofele Luma and Kulu Memorial Academy with forms 3, 4 and
5. The theme for World AIDS day until 2015, as set by the World Health Organisation (WHO), is ‘getting to zero’. This incorporates the aims of: zero new
AIDS infections, zero AIDS related deaths and zero discrimination for those
living with AIDS. We wanted to carry this message to the students at Kofele
Luma and Kulu so we coordinated a programme with Educate an African
Child. Due to the fact that many students already know something about the
issues surrounding HIV/AIDS, we wanted to make the programme interactive and to initiate discussion rather than simply
lecturing students. The workshops began with an introduction of the OGCEYOD volunteers who were present as well as the
member from Educate an African Child. The discussion then turned to the World AIDS day theme of ‘getting to zero’
where the central vision and aims were outlined. Next, Alexie discussed the definitions of HIV and AIDS by questioning
students on their existing knowledge. Once the correct definitions were offered by the students, a flip chart page was posted
on the wall with the breakdown of the terms. Therefore, all of the students had a visual aid to help them to remember the
definitions of HIV and AIDS. Then Alexie moved on to identifying the different bodily fluids that transmit HIV, again
questioning the students about which bodily fluids they knew were able to transmit HIV. Also discussed were the bodily
fluids which are unable to transmit HIV such as urine and nasal fluids. We posted another flip chart page with which fluids
were able and which were not able to transmit HIV. When the students were not able to identify all of the bodily fluids that
can or cannot transmit HIV, a flipchart page with the missing fluids was pinned up for the students to see. Maike moved on
to explore the different ways in which the bodily fluids are able to be transmitted, using pictures to aid the discussion.
Maike encouraged to the students to explore the ways in which HIV was transmitted. With the help of the images on the flip
chart the group were able to identify sexual contact, occupational exposure, injecting drugs, organ transplant and blood
transfusion as ways in which HIV could be transferred via bodily fluids. Rosa concluded by opening discussions surrounding the socio-economic impact of being infected with HIV. The students at Kofele Luma and at Kulu were able to successfully identify and explain how people who are HIV positive can be discriminated against which can make finding employment difficult, in turn leading to poverty. We also discussed the financial implications of having to buy drugs to keep you
healthy when you’re infected with HIV. A student also identified the psychological trauma which can result from being
stigmatised for having HIV. We used the opportunity to stress the importance of the ‘zero discrimination for those living
with AIDS’ aspect of the WHO AIDS day theme. Rosa also introduced the notion that it can be difficult to travel abroad if
you’re HIV positive as there are currently restrictions upon entering the USA and Canada. The programme was concluded
with a photograph taken outside of the school with all the students who had been present for the workshop. All the students
wore World AIDS day red ribbons which we had provided and stood around the World AIDS day banner that had been prepared. Overall, the sensitisation event was a great success and the students involved appeared to be engaged in the discussions we presented. Many students were able to correctly answer questions that were
posed to them. At the end of the session we also gave students the opportunity to ask
us any questions which hadn’t been covered in the body of the workshop. The workshop appeared to fulfil its aims of sensitising the students about the ways in which
HIV can be spread, ways of preventing its proliferation, the socio-economic consequences of HIV as well as making the students aware of the WHO ‘getting to zero’
theme. By educating these students on the important issues and sending them away
wearing their AIDS day ribbons we hope that they will share what they learned and
discussed with us with their friends and family.
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GETTING TO KNOW IFM’s ONGOING AND PLANNED PROJECTS IN IFM PRESIDIUM MEETING IN GERMANY
share our activities to member organisations and that will bring
people together. Also presidium members agreed on the fact that
we have to strengthen our presence in the internet with a clear
strategy on what to post and share. There was the proposal to
create a working group on communication to work on and further
develop our communication strategy. This was finally agreed in
the work plan session to put in place the following action .Provide
Facebook statistics at next Presidium meeting and explore how to
link to all IFM member organisations from Facebook page.

The meeting which took place in Werfpfuhl-Germany from
the 3rd - 6th of October 2013 was attended by fourteen
delegates across the globe. Organisation for Gender, Civic
Engagement and Youth Development Cameroon (OGCEYOD)
was represented by the Director Mr Elvis Wepngong. The
Secretary General, Christine and Estel gave an overview of
the on-going and planned projects in IFM, which included;
EVS Project: Getting out, getting skilled, Co-operACTION and
All Together 2.0.In the AT 2.0 C, it was said that the remaining places in the steering group should be filled with people
experienced on working with disabilities and on transgender
issues. The next project was the ParticipACTION Online. The
international camp 2016 would be an interesting setting to
work on it. There was also the idea to have a pilot project to
involve children in the decision-making of the Presidium.
The idea was further developed in the work plan session.
Concerning the Study session 2014 and Visa campaign,
everyone agreed that the creating of a working group on this
topic is a good idea. Some people from the Presidium
should be involved, however it was said that they could
make an open call to invite motivated volunteers to also participate.
The idea was further developed in the work plan session, for
the following actions to take place. Ask EVS hosting organisations to fill in the visa questionnaire with volunteers and
send European Youth Forum advocacy toolkit on visa to European member organisations.
On the issue of Communication strategy, proposal to have
a place in the Facebook page to link to member organisations was elaborated by the members. There was consensus
on the idea that our communication tools should be used to

As far as getting an overview over IFM’s finances, Christine explained the overview over IFM finances and explains that, “we are
waiting for details of the new EC Programme Erasmus+”. She explained that this year the income from membership fees are higher than in other years because it is a Congress year and organisations pay their fees to be able to go to the Congress and vote.
There was debate on what to do with the profit from 2013. It was
agreed that a new decision needs to be made in case changes to
the budget 2013 occur before the end of the year. Concerning
the Presidium meetings, Christine explained that the travel to 2
presidium meetings can be fully paid for in 2014 Congress budget.
Next was the issue of MEMBERSHIP FEES. There are lots of
organisations who don't pay according to their fee category. The
Control Commission explained that they want to work out on a
new system for the next years, assuring that it is sustainable for
IFM but is also fair and realistic. Until then the fees should be
kept the same as they are now, including the ones for previous
observers and associates. The Secretary General said that in the
next presidium we should have a session on creating a new membership fee system, leading to discussions at the IC meeting. The
next Congress should decide on a new system.
There was
a general
consensus
with the
fact that
the current membership
fee system
is not
equal.
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GETTING TO KNOW IFM’s ONGOING AND PLANNED PROJECTS IN IFM PRESIDIUM MEETING IN GERMANY
There was a three years strategy and work plan, which
was later on followed by a definite program on peace and
conflict. Here, discussions were centred on developing approaches to peaceful conflict resolution and peace education.
The presidium meeting in Germany saw the birth of
important topics like COOPERATION AND INTERNATIONALISM among member organisations. Here, members were to
deal with issues like visa campaign, exchange and communication within and between regional networks as well as
equality and inclusion. Focus here includes; promoting gender equality, gender equality campaign, child poverty activities and child participation in the IFM PRESIDIUM.
The delegates also talk on “Our Presidium and presidium meetings. Members were informed on what the constitution says about responsibilities of the presidium. Delegates
were divided in groups of Super-Presidium Member, Super
Control Commission, Super-Secretary General and SuperPresident. The constitution establishes 3 mandatory
meetings. They decided that, they will either meet face-toface or online.
There was a consensus to set up an online task manager. This was to make a doodle for next meeting.
Concerning our external representatives, Christine
gave an overview of IFM’s external representation.
Regional updates from members of the Presidium were
as follows;
EUROPE
Sending 16 people on EVS to the rest of the world and
hosting 11 volunteers.
AFRICA
EVS: OGCEYOD and AES have been working together
with the secretariat to welcome the new volunteers
Since the beginning of the year, OGCEYOD has been
working on Fair Trade and helping farmers to get certified.
They are trying to involve other member organisations.
After the IC meeting in Dakar there was an AFN meeting
where the African organisations agreed on Gender Equality as
a topic to organise a seminar to be organised in Cameroon.
They want to work on the influence that culture in Africa can
have gender equality.

ASIA
Meeting about CooperACTION. How to involve young people.
Bring the idea of IFM to grassroots
MIDDLE EAST
The IC meeting in 2014 will be the starting point for the
whole process.
Membership and applications and upgrades
As far as application procedure and new application forms
are concerned, Christine explained the Information sheet for organisations wishing to join IFM and explained the entire application
form.
Regarding the IC meeting, the secretariat opened a call on who
would like to host the IC meeting.
We only had the responses from APFUTU Pakistan and Pioneers of Mali.
Christine recommended having the next IC meeting in Europe
to make it cheaper and make it possible for many delegates to
come. The following one should be outside Europe. It was unanimously agreed that; Ask Rudy if Rode Valken could host it with the
support of the secretariat. Continue to explore the possibility to
have it in Austria. Tell APFUTU and Pioneers of Mali that we are still
exploring the option. The Presidium meeting ended with an evaluation by all delegates. Christine proposes to make a longer online
evaluation but to have a quick one in the final session. At this juncture all participants from the different countries represented, gave
their final appraisals.
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ROSA’S FIRST EXPERIENCE IN CAMEROON
OCYEYOD office from where I am staying. I have also
been to the market and down beach areas several
times. I am keen to explore the more of Limbe and what
the surrounding areas has to offer. On Sunday I attended church which was vastly different and more interesting than church services in the UK but I found the experience enjoyable. Cameroonian food is also a totally
new experience if a little difficult due to my vegetarian
diet. I have already enjoyed trying new dishes and
snacks such as chin-chin and cassava with pepper
(Chilli) and look forward to sampling more Cameroonian
Hi, I’m Rosa and I’m from London, United Kingdom. I am
volunteering at OGCEYOD until next September 2014 as
part of the IFM EVS project of the theme ‘Getting Out, Getting Skilled’. I am a member of the UK youth organisation
the Woodcraft Folk who also focus on empowering young
people. I am therefore very excited about getting involved
in the work that OCGEYOD are doing here in Cameroon.
I arrived in Limbe just 5 days ago but am already enjoying
life in Cameroon. The first thing that I noticed was the
heat. As I stepped off the plane in Douala I felt the humidity and was quick to take off the jumper I had been wearing
since taking off in London. I was pleased to see Emmanuel
waiting for me at Douala airport, as it had been a long and
exhausting flight. The drive to Limbe was fascinating as I
enjoyed taking in the scenery, which is dramatically different from what I am used to at home in London. I now feel
much more settled in Limbe as I can find my way to the

dishes. I am trying to pick up Pidgin and although I am
still unable to speak any, my understanding has improved over the past few days. Hopefully my Pidgin will
advance over the coming weeks as I hope to fully embrace life here in Limbe. The best thing I have found
since being in Limbe is how friendly everyone is. It’s
such a difference to London where everyone is in such
a rush that they cannot stop to talk. I have already enjoyed meeting lots of new people and having interesting
conversations and am confident that I will enjoy my
time because of how open and welcoming everyone has
been.
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LAUNCHING OF THE FIRST COCOA OVEN AT BAI MANYA VILLAGE, SOUTH WEST REGION CAMEROON
On the 22nd November 2013, volunteers and staff from OGCEYOD visited
the village of Bai Manya, a village close to Kumba in the South West Region of Cameroon. The purpose of the visit was the official opening of a cocoa oven in the village. The project was sponsored by the British High Commission and overseen by OGCEYOD. A cocoa oven was built in Bai Manya
so that the quality of cocoa could be improved to meet international standards, therefore benefitting inhabitants of Bai Manya and surrounding villages. The oven that was constructed was designed to make the cocoa produced fairtrade certified which means that those producing cocoa in the
area will be paid a fair wage for their labour. Therefore, the village and the wider community will be able to greatly
benefit from the construction of the oven. Getting to Bai Manya was challenging due to the poor road conditions;
some of OGCEYOD reached the village by motorbike and others in a pickup truck. The whole village were waiting for
OGCEYOD and the Deputy British High Commissioner who was to officially
open the oven. Villagers met the cars of some OGCEYOD staff and of the
Deputy High Commissioner with dressed in traditional clothing and singing
and dancing in accordance with tradition. They then officially greeted notables in the village and those who had been involved in the construction and
management of building the oven. Everyone enjoyed more traditional singing and dancing. Before the official programme began, women from Bai
Manya took the Deputy British High Commissioner to get dressed in traditional clothing. The Deputy High Commissioner emerged wearing a cabba in
a local fabric. The whole village were gathered to hear speeches from the chief of Bai Manya, Elvis Wepngong the
director of OGCEYOD and the deputy British High Commissioner. The chief of Bai
Manya highlighted how the oven would benefit the community and he expressed
gratitude to OGCEYOD and the British High Commission for their involvement in
and sponsorship of the project. The Deputy British High Commissioner thanked
the village for their warm welcome and spoke of how pleased she was to have
been part of the project and that she hoped the village would benefit from its
use. After the speeches, everyone moved towards the oven which had been decorated with ribbons by OGCEYOD volunteers. Everybody present watched as the
Deputy British High Commissioner ceremoniously cut the ribbon that had been
placed across the threshold of the oven. Now that the oven was officially open,
OGCEYOD staff and the Deputy British High Commissioner were given a tour of
the oven, had its functions explained and asked questions. Once the oven had
been surveyed, the group had a family photo taken. Traditional singing and
dancing accompanied the Deputy British High Commissioner back to the car so
she could continue her travels.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L D AY O F T H E V O L U N T E E R
December 5th 2013 marked the ‘International
Day of the Volunteer’ so at OCGEYOD we wanted to commemorate the day in some way.
Maike and Rosa decided to visit other NGOs in
Limbe to spread the message and wish other
volunteers ‘Happy International Day of the Volunteer’! We wanted to think about why volunteering is important and the benefits it can
bring both the individual and the community.
First we went to visit ASYOUSED, a partner organisation where we know they have both local and international volunteers. We took photographs with the sign we’d made so everyone
could spread the news that we were celebrating the International Day of the Volunteer. We
decided to interview Christian, a volunteer
from Germany and Frankline, a local volunteer
involved in the In Between project. Christian
said “it’s important to volunteer to gain a new perspective” and that “there are always areas where we can achieve
more”. Local volunteer Frankline said: “to volunteer is to serve the human community” and “as a recent graduate of
Sociology and Anthropology it helps me to better understand society, what they want and how to work with them”.
Both Christian and Frankline identified difficulties they have faced when volunteering. Christian has found the “cultural aspect and the
communication aspect” most challenging.
We visited a number of other NGOs in Limbe to
try to meet other volunteers and share experiences. Other than ASYOUSED we visited Lukmef and CAJAD who unfortunately didn’t have
any volunteers. We also visited ‘Stand Up Cameroon’ where we were able to meet some of
their volunteers undertaking vocational training
and to share the news that it was the International Day of the Volunteer!

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERS: MENTORING AND IMPACTING YOUNG PEOPLE (2009 – 14)
We are on the web!
www.ogceyodcameroon.webs.com
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EDITORIAL: OGCEYOD’S VOICE
We have come to the end of another exciting with lots of successes and challenges overcome. We are
all eye witnesses to the impact our programs has created in communities all over Cameroon and we are
motivated to do more. We know YOU have always been a partner to our achievement and we hope
YOU will do more this 2014. We welcome ideas, training opportunities, partners, sponsorship, material
and financial support, etc to push or expand our vision. Our staff and volunteers are enthusiastic to work
with you to build a better Cameroon and Africa. Some of our focused project areas in 2014 are Gender
Equality, Women’s and children’s Right and youth empowerment. Though the Cameroonian consti-

tution paints a picture of anti-discrimination and gender equality, sadly this does not apply to
the reality women have to live in. Uncountable cases of domestic violence, marital rape, humiliEDITOR IN CHIEF
ating widowhood rites, as well as well documented cases of practices like female genital mutiELEH EDIE ETOKE CECILE lation and breast ironing are the consequences of a patriarchal society in which generally the
man is dominant and the woman is subordinate. These structures in society will not go away by
EDITOR
passing laws and illegalizing these practices, they have to be tackled with education and sensitization. Youths have become increasingly discouraged to go to
EMMANUEL D. KEFUN
school because they are certain that after graduation from the
University they wouldn’t be able to secure jobs. They see their
ROSA HOPKINS
elder siblings with degrees who have been at home for 1015years with no jobs and feel it’s a waste of time. Most of theCOLLINS M. KETCHA
se youths have become Internet scammers, 419 and prostiCONTRIBUTIONS
tutes. Employers ask for work experience when there are no
systems put in place by the government to ensure graduates
STAFF OF OGCEYOD
get professional experience. Support us to economically empower more young people. MERRY CHRISTMAS

